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Demand for rare whiskies  and scotch has  grown by more than 90 percent. Image credit: Rare Whisky 101

 
By DANNY PARISI

Affluent consumers' appetite for rare and valuable vintages of whisky is growing in both volume and value this year,
rising by more than 90 percent, according to a new report from Rare Whisky 101.

The first six months of 2017 have seen demand for rare and vintage whiskies at auction reaching an unprecedented
high. According to Rare Whisky 101's figures the current market for single malt Scotch whisky is at an all-time half
year high.

"Never has the secondary market for rare whisky been so strong, and we expect the value of Scotch sold at auction in
the UK to break 20 million pounds this year for the first time ever," said Andy Simpson, co-founder of Rare Whisky
101, Dunfermline, Scotland.

"At a brand level, individual producers are continually pushing the prices of their premium aged stock," he said.

"Couple this primary market price inflation with increased global demand and declining stocks of discontinued
bottles, and we still look to be in the perfect storm' for the right bottles to continue to appreciating in value."

Whisky demand
Rare whiskies can be a hot commodity among ultra wealthy buyers, routinely selling for thousands of dollars.

Rare Whisky 101 has been chronicling which bottles go up for auction and for how much over the last year. The data
it found showed that there has been explosive growth in the demand for rare whiskies.

Just a cursory glance over the numbers shows that sales of rare whiskies at auction are up by 93 percent in the first
half of 2017.

What is more is that the average price per bottle has risen from 217.56 pounds in the first half of 2016 to 286.13
pounds in the first half of 2017, or $280 to $369 at current exchange rates.
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Some of Rare Whisky 101's collection. Image credit: Rare Whisky 101

This growth is also reflected in the most expensive bottle sold each year.

The previous most expensive bottle of Scotch sold was in 2015, fetching 17,000 pounds, or $21,970 at current
exchange rates. This year, that goal was far surpassed by a 50-year old Macallan which sold for more than 65,000
pounds, or $84,000 at current exchange rates.

This growth has also extended to Asia, which traditionally sees less demand for rare whiskies. But this year, a
Japanese bottle of Karuizawa sold for more than 100,000 pounds, or $129,200 at current exchange rates. The growth
of the market for rare whiskies clearly seems to be a phenomenon not restricted to a single region.

Global phenomenon
This unprecedented growth has actually been boiling up for the last year or so.

More distilleries and auction houses are beginning to modernize, introducing new tools for seeling whiskies such
as digital marketplaces.

For example, Bonhams' Hong Kong saleroom hosted the company's first online-only auction of whiskies.

From Feb. 17 to March 10, consumers were able to bid on more than 70 vintage lots from Scotch whisky maker The
Macallan. Auctioneers are increasingly turning to online channels to sell to collectors, opening up their sales to a
wider audience of international bidders (see story).

The Macallan 8 Decades - Sir Peter Blake. Image credit: Bonham's
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For its contribution to the new methods of selling whiskies, Rare Whisky 101 has launched a new program that helps
connect dedicated whisky collectors with sought-after "dormant casks" of the spirit that may be hidden away in
storage or warehouses.

Desire for rare whiskies has been growing steadily over the years, and elite collectors often seek the kind of whisky
that cannot be found at the local liquor store's shelves. Rare Whisky 101 purports to be able to connect customers
with elusive casks that have been filled right after distilling but for whatever reason have yet gone unsold (see story).

"Of course, as with any investment asset experiencing such a run, it all could come to an end," Rare Whisky 101's Mr.
Simpson said. "But right now, the right bottles of Scotch seem to be in ever increasing demand.

"With so little significantly aged stock still maturing in the cask, it's  unlikely we'll see prices easing for rarities in the
short to medium term," he said.
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